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A B S T R A C T
Mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase couples the reduction of oxygen to proton pumping. Despite an overall good
understanding of its molecular mechanism, the role of cardiolipin in protein function is not understood. Here, we
have studied the cardiolipin-protein interactions in a dynamic context by means of atomistic molecular dynamics
simulations performed on the entire structure of monomeric and dimeric forms of the enzyme. Several micro-
seconds of simulation data reveal that the crystallographic cardiolipin molecules that glue two monomers to-
gether bind weakly in hybrid and single-component lipid bilayers and dissociate rapidly. Atomistic simulations
performed in the absence of tightly bound cardiolipin molecules strongly perturb the structural integrity of
subunits III and VIIa, thereby highlighting an indispensable nature of lipid-protein interactions in enzyme
function such as proton uptake and oxygen channeling. Our results demonstrate the strength of molecular si-
mulations in providing direct atomic description of lipid-protein processes that are difficult to achieve experi-
mentally.
1. Introduction
The electron transport chains of mitochondria and bacteria termi-
nate in heme‑copper oxidases, which catalyze the four-electron reduc-
tion of molecular oxygen (O2) to water (H2O) and conserve the free
energy by pumping protons across the membrane [1,2]. The super-
family of heme‑copper oxidases is divided into three subclasses, A-, B-
and C-type [3]. Among these, the A-type oxidases are most studied, and
their mechanism of redox-coupled proton pumping is relatively well-
understood [1,2]. In mammalian mitochondria, the A-type oxidases are
cytochrome c oxidases (CcOs), because water soluble protein cyto-
chrome c donates the electrons to the active site via CuA/heme a (see
Fig. 1, [4]). All heme‑copper oxidases are characterized by a unique
active site in which a high-spin heme is magnetically coupled with a Cu
ion ligated by two histidines and one covalently linked histidine-tyr-
osine system (Fig. 1B). The tyrosine (Tyr244 in bovine enzyme) is a
structurally conserved feature in CcOs, located in helix VI or VII of the
A-/B- or C-type oxidases, respectively [5].
The oxygen diffuses in from the lipid membrane and is fully reduced
to water by transfer of four electrons and four protons at the buried
active site (Fig. 1B). The oxygen reduction reaction is tightly coupled to
proton pumping. To transfer protons from the N-side to the P-side or to
the site of oxygen reduction, hydrated cavities and titratable amino acid
residues play an important role (Fig. 1A). Such proton transfer path-
ways have been characterized in the A-type oxidases by structural,
biochemical and computational methods (Fig. 1A) [1,2,6].
Many mechanistic aspects of redox-coupled proton pumping are
well-understood, while subtle issues are being explored by means of
multi-scale computational techniques [7–10]. However, roles of lipids
in enzyme function remain unclear. Such aspects are especially im-
portant because mammalian CcO tightly binds cardiolipin (CL) mole-
cules, some of which have been resolved crystallographically and
characterized with mass spectrometric analysis (Fig. 2) in spectacular
work by Yoshikawa and colleagues [11]. Yet, their functions remain
unclear in the context of enzyme mechanism or regulation.
Cardiolipins are unique lipids which have a highly charged but
small head group, and four hydrocarbon tails. They are primarily found
in mitochondrial membranes, where all four tails are of linoleoyl nature
[12,13]. Interestingly, atomic three dimensional structures of all re-
spiratory complexes reveal CL binding sites [14]. In the case of bovine
CcO, which is crystallized in its dimeric form [11], four CL molecules
are observed (two per monomer) (Fig. 2). In partial agreement with the
structural data, purified and detergent solubilized monomeric CcO binds
3–4 CL molecules (two tightly bound and 1–2 loosely bound) [15,16].
However, the binding locations and their specific roles in enzyme
function remain unclear.
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It is well-known that delipidation of CcO by means of strong agents
that also remove tightly bound CLs perturbs the activity of the enzyme
(ca. 50% decrease) [16], but molecular mechanism by which it occurs is
not known. In contrast, removal of other lipids (such as PC or PE) has a
mild effect on the activity. A number of pioneering studies from the
Robinson group revealed that phospholipids affect the stability of the
enzyme [17], and bovine CcO subunits VIa, VIb, III and VIIa are the first
ones to dissociate upon variety of chemical treatments [18]. However,
how lipids, especially CLs, provide stability to protein subunits is not
understood.
The dimeric bovine CcO structure reveals a number of crystal-
lographically resolved lipids, out of which 4 are CL, and others are
phosphatidylcholine/PC (2), phosphatidylethanolamine/PE (6) and
phosphatidylglycerol/PG (6). In each monomer, a CL molecule is found
next to subunit III (chains C and P) with its head group pointing to-
wards the N side of the membrane (mitochondrial matrix) (left, Fig. 2).
A second buried CL with its head group towards the P side of the
membrane is observed next to subunits III and VIa, together with an-
other interface provided by subunits I and II of another monomer,
suggesting its role in gluing the two monomers together (right, Fig. 2). In
addition, the highly conserved V-shaped subunit III houses three lipids
(2 PG and 1 PE in bovine enzyme), which are deeply buried in contrast
to other lipids bound on protein surface (Fig. 2).
The structural data on oxidase provide exquisite details of the lipid
binding sites, and in particular how CL molecules bind. However, dy-
namical aspects of lipid-protein interactions are entirely missing, which
are necessary to understand their role in enzyme function. In this work,
we have performed atomistic classical molecular dynamics (MD) si-
mulations of dimeric and monomeric forms of bovine CcO (totaling
~18 μs). To the best of our knowledge, simulations of these lengths and
dimensions have not been performed earlier and provide entirely new
dynamic insights into the two crystallographic CL binding sites of oxi-
dase. The simulations show that, although most of the crystal-
lographically observed lipids remain bound to the protein, the CL mo-
lecules that are located between the two monomers bind weakly.
Providing microscopic insights to the biochemical data for the first
time, we also show that by stripping enzyme of its tightly bound CL
molecules, the structure and stability are strongly perturbed, which
inevitably would lead to activity loss.
2. Computational methods
2.1. Model systems
Fully atomistic models of dimeric (D) and monomeric (M) forms of
CcO from Bos taurus (PDB: 2DYR) were constructed to perform classical
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The systems were modeled with
or without crystallographically resolved lipids (and detergent mole-
cules). The crystallographic water molecules and ions were included in
all simulation setups. See Table 1 for systems constructed in this work.
CHARMM-GUI [19] was used to construct the membrane-protein
system, in which hybrid lipid bilayer mimicking the inner
Fig. 1. (A) A Cyt c- CcO complex (PDB 5IY5). The
two membrane-bound catalytic subunits of CcO are
shown in blue (subunit I) and red (subunit II) rib-
bons, whereas orange scaffold shows the electron
donor cyt c. Proton channels (D and K channel)
translocate protons from the N-side of the membrane
to the active site (shown as blue arrows). The elec-
tron transfer path is marked with red arrows (cyt c→
CuA→heme a→active site). Hemes a and a3
(yellow), coppers (bimetallic CuA and CuB in orange),
and acidic, basic and polar amino acids in proton
channels are shown in red, blue and green, respec-
tively. (B) Zoomed-in view of the active site of CcO.
Low spin (left) and high spin (right) hemes are shown
together with CuB, the site where oxygen binds and is
reduced. Dashed arrows show putative paths of pro-
tons towards the P-side of the membrane and towards
the site of oxygen reduction.
Fig. 2. Crystallographically resolved lipids in the
crystal structure of CcO (PDB 2DYR). Left and right
are views from the mitochondrial matrix and inter
membrane space (IMS), respectively. The red dotted
line shows separation between two monomers, and
grey area highlights an empty region between the
dimers (see main text). Hemes (yellow licorice re-
presentation), copper (green), and some of the
charged and polar residues that belong to proton
channels are also shown. Bound lipid molecules are
shown in van der Waals representation. Subunits (su)
I, II and III are in blue, red and grey ribbons, re-
spectively.
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mitochondrial membrane was used. The multi component lipid bilayer
consisted of three types of lipids; charge neutral POPC (1-Palmitoyl-2-
oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine), charge neutral POPE (1-Palmi-
toyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoenthanolamine) and dianionic CL
(tetra linoleoyl cardiolipin), which were in a ratio of 5:3:2. A model
system with single component POPC lipid bilayer was also constructed
(see Table 1 and Fig. S1). The solvent water molecules (~128,000 in
dimeric systems and ~65,000 in monomeric systems) were added to-
gether with the Na and Cl ions to neutralize the system and to achieve
salt concentration of 150mM. The dimeric systems had ~650 Na ions
and 361 Cl ions, whereas monomeric systems had ~180 Cl ions to-
gether with 320 and 190 Na ions in with and without cardiolipin sys-
tems, respectively. Since there is an empty crevice in the middle of the
two monomers, we modeled 7 lipids based on earlier suggestions [20],
and to prevent it from getting unnaturally hydrated. The total system
size was ~280,000 and ~550,000 atoms in monomeric and dimeric
models, respectively.
CcO contains redox active components, and therefore, we used force
field parameterization by Johansson et al. [21] and modeled all metals
in their oxidized state. The active site structure in CcO comprises a high
spin heme and a CuB center, and in all simulations the high spin heme
was ligated by a water molecule, and CuB with a hydroxyl together with
the highly conserved cross-linked tyrosine modeled anionic in nature
[1]. All amino acids were considered in their standard protonation
states, except Glu242, Lys319 and Asp364 of subunit I, which were kept
neutral [22]. The N- and C-terminal were patched with CHARMM NTER
and CTER patches, respectively, whereas only in case of chains G and T
(subunit VIa), the termini were patched neutral due to the presence of
N-terminal segment in the middle of the membrane in the crystal
structure. The protein, membrane, water and ions were treated with the
CHARMM force field [23–25].
2.2. Molecular dynamics simulations
The constructed systems were subjected to an energy minimization
(2× 50,000 steps with max force < 1000 kJmol−1 nm−1), followed
by a short equilibration run. During equilibration Berendsen barostat
[26] and Nose-Hoover [27,28] thermostat were used. All MD simula-
tions were performed with GROMACS (version 5.0) software [29]. A
time step of 2 fs was used by constraining all bonds associated with
hydrogens by means of LINCS algorithm [30]. The temperature and
pressure were kept constant by Nose-Hoover [27,28] thermostat and
Parrinello-Rahman [31] barostat, respectively, during the production
runs.
2.3. Simulation trajectory analysis
The root mean square deviation (RMSD) of protein reveals that the
model systems are stable (Fig. S1). The simulation trajectory analysis
was performed by VMD [32] and by in-house scripts. The lipid occu-
pancy plots, CL unbinding events and CL binding sites are based on
unbiased equilibrium MD simulations that are without any restraints or
constraints. To identify key residues that interact with CLs, we first
selected residues that were within 3 Å of CL molecules, which were
differentiated based on their head groups, tails and their location in
upper or lower leaflet of the membrane. From the obtained set of re-
sidues, those were picked that had at least half common interactions as
the residue with strongest (longest) interaction with CL. Then the
picked residues were removed from a pool (initially the full set) and a
new strongest residue was selected from the pool. This was repeated
until the pool was empty. The key residues are described in Tables 2, S1
and S2.
3. Results
3.1. Cardiolipin binding sites of bovine cytochrome c oxidase
Fully atomistic classical MD simulations of microseconds time scale
were performed on the monomeric and dimeric forms of bovine cyto-
chrome c oxidase in native-like lipid environment (Table 1 and
Methods). The data from multiple independent simulations show that
lipids, in particular dianionic CLs, bind to specific sites on the surface of
the protein. The occupancy plots in Fig. 3 display the CL binding sites,
which have been numbered from I–VIII, analogous to a previous coarse-
grained (CG) simulation study [33]. We define a region on the protein
surface to be a putative CL binding site if the occupancy at the site is ca.
40%, roughly double that of the bulk concentration. Figs. S2–S4 display
the CL occupancy from setups 2–4, and figs. S5 and S6 by combining the
Table 1
Model systems and simulation lengths.
Setup Monomer (M)/Dimer (D) Crystallographic lipids Lipid bilayera Simulation lengths ~ (μs)
1 D No Mixed
u: 181 PC+115 PE+72 CL
l: 180 PC+108 PE+72 CL
3.0
2 D Yes Mixed
u: 181 PC+115 PE+72 CL
l: 180 PC+108 PE+72 CL
3.3
3 M No Mixed
u: 91 PC+57 PE+36 CL
l: 90 PC+54 PE+36 CL
2.2
4 M Yes Mixed
u: 91 PC+57 PE+36 CL
l: 90 PC+54 PE+36 CL
2.1
5 M No Mixed
u: 91 PC+57 PE+36 CL
l: 90 PC+54 PE+36 CL
CL modeled close to the protein surface
2.1
6 M No Mixed
u: 91 PC+57 PE+36 CL
l: 90 PC+54 PE+36 CL
CL modeled far away from the protein surface
2.4
7 M Yes (all TGL molecules replaced by CL) Only PC
u: 218 l: 212
1.0
8 M No (only PG/PE molecules bound to su III are included) Only PC
u: 218 l: 212
2.0
a u and l denote the upper (P side) and lower (N side) leaflets of the membrane, respectively.
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trajectory data of setups 1 and 2 (dimeric), and 3 and 4 (monomeric),
respectively. The occupancy analyses reveal that CL populates the
crystallographically observed CL binding site I (Fig. 1), which remains
fully occupied in simulation setups 2 and 4 (Fig. S2 and S4). Due to
limited time scale of atomistic simulations, multiple CL binding/un-
binding events may not be observed within the time frame. Therefore,
we performed additional simulations by modeling CL molecules prox-
imal to the protein surface and far from it (setups 5 and 6, respectively)
in order to enhance sampling statistics for the observed binding sites.
The data from these simulations (Fig. S7 and S8) agree with the occu-
pancy maps from setups 1–4, thereby providing statistical support to
our findings.
3.2. Weak CL binding site at the monomer-monomer interface
The dimeric form of CcO is apparently stabilized by one or two CL
molecules (CL1a/IX and CL1b/X, Fig. 2), which are tightly buried be-
tween the two monomers. Our simulations of the monomeric form
(setup 4 in Table 1) reveal that these two lipids bind very weakly on the
protein surface and dissociate within ca. 1 μs of simulation time (Fig. 4,
panels A and B, and Supplementary video S1). A similar scenario is also
observed when simulations are performed in a single component PC
lipid bilayer (setup 7 in Table 1, Fig. 4, panels A and B). The remarkable
departure of CL is initiated by the dissociation of head group shortly
followed by its tails, suggesting somewhat tighter binding of lipid tails
on hydrophobic protein surface, which is in strong contrast to the
tighter binding of CL molecule at site I (Figs. 2 and 4) that is dominated
by ionic interactions (see also Supplementary video S1). The data in
Tables 2, S1 and S2 also clearly shows that the binding of CL1a/b lipids
is predominantly non-polar in nature in contrast to site I CL, which is
stabilized by charged-charged lipid-protein interactions.
Furthermore, in the simulations of monomeric and dimeric CcO
performed without including the crystallographic lipids, no CL mole-
cules bind to these sites in these time scales (Figs. 1 and S3), also when
occupancy analysis is performed by combining the trajectories (Figs. S5
and S6). These data provide atomistic evidence for the weaker binding
of CL molecules at these two sites. Our simulation data are also in
agreement with the earlier proposals based on CG simulations [33] and
biochemical analysis [34], and shows for the first time at an atomic
level the mechanism of rapid unbinding of CL molecules.
We further analyzed if the removal of CL molecules buried between
the two monomers affects the structure of the enzyme. Comparison of
simulations with and without crystallographic lipids does not show any
major differences in the dynamics of protein backbone. In fact, simu-
lation setup 1 shows that the dimeric form is further stabilized due to
formation of additional charged – charged interactions between the two
monomers in comparison to the setup 2 (8.25 ± 2.23 in setup 1 versus
3.42 ± 1.65 in setup 2) (see also Fig. S9, panel A). Moreover, the in-
teractions stabilize the interface between the subunits VIb (chains H
and U in PDB 2DYR) (Fig. S10), which have been suggested to dis-
sociate (together with VIa) upon removal of loosely bound CL [34].
Although simulation time scales are short to assess the long-time be-
haviour of dimeric CcO in the absence of bound CL, it appears that the
removal of CL molecules buried between two monomers do not perturb
the dimeric form of the enzyme in lipidic surroundings modeled here.
However, destabilization of dimeric CcO in the absence of CL may still
occur in detergent conditions. Indeed, it is known that protein oligo-
merization depends on membrane composition [35].
Table 2
Key residues that form charged, polar and hydrophobic interactions with the head group (H) and tails (T) of CL molecules at selected binding sites (I, IX and X) from
setup 4. Subunits are identified by a superscript single letter chain name as in PDB 2DYR. Note CLs at CL1a/b (sites IX/X) are loosely bound.
Binding site (head group, H or tails, T) Charged Polar Hydrophobic
I (H) R221C R59C K224C R63C Y55C V5J I62C F67C
IX (H) D300A Y85B V299A L81B A303A
X (H) – H38G L37G
I (T) R59C T213C T27J T48C Y55C W58C I62C F220C M51C L52C I209C V217C I216C L31J
IX (T) Y304A S307A I74B L73B L283A A77B F282A I314A A70B I286A M310A L81B A303A I311A
X (T) S27G N34G L37G L131C L33G L30G
Fig. 3. CL occupancy map in brown (isosurface value of 0.4 or 40% occupancy) in the dimeric oxidase simulation setup 1, in which crystallographic lipidic
components were not included. Views from the matrix side (A) and intermembrane space (B). Binding sites are marked with dotted circles and also labeled.
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3.3. Tight CL binding site
In contrast to the weaker binding of CL molecules between the two
monomers, the location next to subunit III (chain C) is a very high af-
finity CL binding site (site I). Its structure is well defined [11], and lipid-
protein interactions at the site were studied by means of coarse-grained
MD simulations [33]. However, due to missing atomistic details its role
in enzyme mechanism remains entirely unknown [34]. Our simulations
show that the site remains fully occupied for the entire simulation
length (2–3 μs) (Fig. 4). This is due strong charge-charge interactions of
CL with the protein (Tables 2, S1 and S2) that remain stable for mi-
croseconds. However, when simulations are performed by removing the
tightly bound CL (setup 8), a remarkable disruption of protein archi-
tecture is observed in which a segment of subunit VIIa (chain J) unfolds,
leading to a strong destabilization of tightly bound PG (and PE) lipid
molecules in subunit III (Fig. 5 and Supplementary video S2). A further
structural perturbation occurs in subunit III in which residues 225–235
that contain a stabilizing charged patch are displaced. This is in stark
contrast to the data from other simulations with site I occupied (setups
2 and 4), which show stable lipid-protein arrangements in the region
(Fig. 5D).
We suggest that stripping enzyme of tightly bound CL molecules
lead to strong structural disruption, which causes loss of catalytic
activity. The simulation data are also in excellent agreement with the
experiments that the removal of all CL molecules results in protein
structure destabilization leading to activity loss [16]. We emphasize
that the direct observation of processes described here are not easily
achieved by experiments, instead simulations of microsecond time-
scales, as performed here, are necessary to capture and display dynamic
features to an atomic resolution.
3.4. Second tight CL binding site
Based on photolabeling studies, three to four different CL binding
sites have been proposed, two of which are consistent with the crystal
structure of bovine CcO (one tight binding site I, and another one gluing
the two monomers – see above). However, experiments reveal that the
third CL binding site (called site II here) resides somewhere in between
the subunits VIIa and VIIc (also closer to subunit VIII) [34]. This po-
sition is occupied by a triglyceride molecule in the crystal structure of
bovine oxidase. Our simulations (setups 2 and 4) show that in contrast
to the rapid unbinding of crystallographic CL molecules on CL1a and
CL1b sites, the hydrophobic triglyceride molecule remains bound to this
site in these time scales (Fig. 6A) due to tight anchoring of its tails in the
hydrophobic protein interior including interactions to the long farnesyl
chain of heme a. In simulations, when crystallographic lipids and other
Fig. 4. Dissociation of CL1a (purple/brown traces) and CL1b
(blue/black traces) from protein surface in monomeric simu-
lations (A – setup 4, B – setup 7) shown as a minimum distance
(in nm on y-axis) between protein Cα and whole head group
or hydrophobic tail. The tightly bound CL at site I binds
strongly (green/red traces in A and B). The dissociation of
head group (black/purple/green) and tails (blue/brown/red)
are shown separately. Panels C and D show the dissociation of
PE molecules (found next to subunit VIa) in setups 4 and 7,
respectively. In contrast, all PG lipids (and other PE lipids)
remain tightly bound. The coloring for head groups and tails
in panels C and D is same as in A and B. The data shown is a
running average of 100 simulation snapshots with simulation
time in ns on x-axis.
Fig. 5. A) Perturbation in the N-terminal segment of
subunit VIIa due to the removal of site I CL as shown
by higher root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) in
blue (setup 8), whereas low RMSF of the same seg-
ment from simulation setup 4 is shown in green
where CL is present. B) Displacement of tightly bound
PG molecule in subunit III due to disturbed lipid-
protein interactions (blue - setup 8, green – setup 4)
as a distance from the proton uptake site Asp91 (see
main text). C) Large scale conformational changes in
the N-terminal segment of subunit VIIa upon removal
of tightly bound CL at site 1 are shown by a red
arrow. The orange arrow depicts the displacement of
PG lipid from its tightly bound position (in red). D)
Network of ionic interactions in subunits I and III
with tightly bound site I CL molecule (yellow).
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components are not modeled, the site is transiently occupied by dif-
ferent types of bulk lipids (Fig. 6B). Given the cupped shape of the site, it
transiently traps lipid molecules, with interactions primarily hydro-
phobic in nature. In order to further test the binding of CL at this site,
we replaced TGL molecule with a CL (setup 7) and performed a mi-
crosecond MD run. Similar to the tight binding of TGL, the CL molecule
remained at the site, with predominantly hydrophobic interactions
maintained with the protein (Fig. 6C) together with minor contribu-
tions from polar interactions to Arg20 and Ser14 of VIIc (chain L).
Earlier it was suggested that this site may participate in proton
uptake via D channel [34]. Measurement of minimum distance between
the D channel proton uptake site Asp91 (Cγ atom) and the nearest
bound lipid head group shows this distance to be in the range of
15–25 Å (ca. 20 Å between TGL and D91 in the crystal structure),
somewhat larger than the previous estimates [33]. Analysis of the re-
gion between site II lipids and Asp91 reveal that even though a number
of conserved charged residues (Arg5, Asn11, Asp14) exist near the
proton uptake site, a continuous hydrogen bond connectivity to site II
lipid head group is in part blocked by a hydrophobic residue (Trp6)
(Fig. 7). Instead, the tightly bound subunit III lipids are more likely to
be important for rapid proton uptake through the D channel due to their
shorter distance and direct effect on the pKa of Asp91 [36]. We envisage
that the primary role of TGL/CL at site II, which is stabilized by strong
hydrophobic interactions, is to stabilize the supercomplex structure or its
formation by making lipid (CL) mediated contacts with the ND5 subunit
of complex I [37,38] (see Discussion).
3.5. CL assisted proton uptake through K channel
The presence of a negatively charged CL molecule next to proton
uptake routes in respiratory complexes is often discussed [14,36]. In
analogy to the presence of lipid head group next to the proton uptake
site Asp91 [36], we find that CL molecules also stabilize next to the K
proton channel (site IV, and see occupancy plots Figs. S3, S4, S6–S8).
This site is buried between the two monomers and is therefore not
accessible to bulk lipids. However, localization of CL molecules is ob-
served in a number of monomeric oxidase simulations, suggesting our
findings are statistically robust. We propose that this site (Fig. 8A)
Fig. 6. Lipid binding site II. TGL (A), PC/PE (B) and
CL (C) molecules bind to the site maintaining pre-
dominantly hydrophobic contacts. Basic, hydro-
phobic and polar residues in blue, yellow and green,
respectively. Lipids are shown in stick representation
with carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and phosphorus atoms
in cyan, red, blue and brown, respectively. Hemes are
displayed in orange licorice representation.
Fig. 7. Putative proton funneling path to Asp91
through bulk-water like conditions, where Trp6
forms a hydrophobic blockage between CL and
Asp91. The water occupancy is shown at an isovalue
of ca. 0.3 in orange mesh. Acidic, basic, hydrophobic
and polar residues in red, blue, yellow and green,
respectively. CL is shown in stick representation with
carbon, oxygen and phosphorus atoms in cyan, red
and brown, respectively.
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represents one of the two weak CL binding sites observed in biochem-
ical analysis [16], the other being CL1a/b.
Interestingly, the region adjacent to site IV is occupied by a cholate
molecule in the crystal structure of bovine CcO, the carboxylate moiety
of which forms a water-based connection to the putative proton uptake
site Glu62 from subunit II. Indeed, a physiological role of small mole-
cules binding at this location has been suggested based on X-ray data,
biochemical and computational experiments [39]. We observe that a CL
transiently (Figs. S3, S5 and S6) binds the site, mediating a water-based
connection to Glu62 of subunit II (chain B) (see Fig. 8B). Such an in-
teraction may play a role in rapid proton funneling towards the active
site via Lys319/Glu62 pair of the K channel and also by altering the pKa
of Glu62 of subunit II (see Discussion).
4. Discussion
In this work atomistic simulations of dimeric and monomeric bovine
CcO have been performed in the mitochondrial membrane like lipid
bilayer. A number of novel findings emerge from these large-scale
equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations of lipid-protein systems
(Figs. S1 and S11). The simulation data show for the first time the
dynamics of two crystallographically observed CL binding sites in CcO
in full atomistic perspective. At one site, CL is loosely bound and dis-
sociates rapidly, whereas on the other it is highly stabilized by charged-
charged interactions. Removal of the latter CL creates massive lipid-
protein conformational changes that would lead to loss of catalytic
activity. Over longer timescales there will be a continuous exchange of
protein bound CL molecules with the bulk lipids. For tight CL binding
sites, where CL maintains strong charged-charged interactions with the
protein, exchange will be a slow process. However, in the case of weak
CL binding sites exchange will be faster, on the order of 1–10 μs, based
on earlier coarse grained (CG) simulation estimates [33]. Even though
similar statistics is not obtained in our short timescale atomistic simu-
lations, which would be necessary to observe CL binding/unbinding
events, the conclusion that CL binding sites between the two oxidase
monomers are weak is also in agreement with the CL occupancy ana-
lysis from earlier CG simulation work [33].
Cardiolipin is a major component of the ETC and is important for a
number of cellular processes [40]. CcO, the terminal respiratory en-
zyme, binds 3–4 CL molecules two of which are important for the full
activity of the enzyme [15]. When these are removed using delipidation
techniques, activity of the enzyme is reduced by 30–50% in detergent
environment [16]. This means that the removal of CL molecules either
affect the stability of the enzyme or affect the transport of electrons,
protons or oxygen. The electron transfer path is distant from the lipid
bilayer, and is buried in the shielding protein environment, so that it
cannot be directly affected by its composition. Moreover, kinetic data
show that the electron transfer reactions in oxidase are very fast (ns -
μs) [1], and hence, are unlikely to be sufficiently perturbed by the
changes in lipid composition, which are relatively slow. However, re-
latively slower diffusion of protons and oxygen from the outside to the
active site may be affected by the bound lipid molecules. Importantly,
our data show that the internal lipid binding sites (PG/PE molecules)
and protein structure (subunits III and VIIa) next to the proton uptake
site D91 (of D channel) are strongly affected upon removal of tightly
bound crystallographic CL molecule at site I. These atomic level insights
from our microsecond simulations are in strong alliance with earlier
biochemical data, which show activity loss upon removal of tightly
bound CLs [18]. We envisage that the perturbed architecture of lipid-
protein site prevents rapid proton uptake through the D channel, which
causes low catalytic activity due to suicide inactivation; a phenomenon
displayed by the enzyme in the absence of subunit III or subunit III
mutants [41]. Furthermore, the tails of the CL bound at this site brushes
that of PG molecules buried in subunit III V-shaped cleft, which have
been proposed to be important for oxygen delivery [11,36]. The per-
turbation caused by removing CL will also affect the transport of O2 to
the active site (see also [36]).
Interestingly, subunit III and its tightly bound lipids are found also
in the bacterial A-type oxidases [1]. However, the binding and func-
tional role of CL in bacterial enzyme remains unclear [42,43]. Sequence
analysis reveal that only some of the charged residues that dynamically
interact with CL (Tables 2, S1 and S2) are conserved (Arg221 and
Lys224 of subunit III), suggesting that CL may not bind subunit III in
bacterial oxidases at the same site as it does in bovine oxidase. How-
ever, it is possible that the similar role is played by other lipids specific
to bacteria. Envisaging that the function of mitochondrial A type oxi-
dases is much more tightly regulated than the bacterial counterparts
[5], it remains possible that the tightly bound site I CL molecule pro-
vides enhanced stability to the mitochondrial enzyme.
A number of high resolution crystal structures of bovine CcO have
been solved [44] in which it has been crystallized in its dimeric form
stabilized by detergent-based environment. However, 2D crystals ob-
tained in native-like membrane conditions reveal monomer form to be
biologically relevant [45]. This is also supported by high resolution
cryo electron microscopy structures of mitochondrial supercomplexes
or respirasomes that show monomeric CcO to be aligned at the periphery
of the membrane domain of complex I [38]. Though the data from our
microseconds simulations do not reveal large scale perturbations in
dimeric form of enzyme in membranous environment, but clearly shows
weaker binding of CL buried between the two monomers. Thus, it is
likely that in lipidic milieu both monomeric and dimeric populations of
enzyme exist.
It is interesting to note that subunit VIIa which resides between the
CL binding sites I and II, mediates interactions with other components
of the respiratory chain (complexes I and III) in a respirasome [37,38].
It is possible that upon stringent delipidation of enzyme that removes
also the tightly bound CLs at sites I and II, the resulting structural
perturbation prevents the formation or cause destabilization of super-
complexes that comprise complex IV (see also [46]). Indeed, structural
data on respirasomes display subunits III, VIIa, VIIc and VIII, that carry
tight CL binding sites I and II, to be exposed to other components of
respirasome.
Fig. 8. (A) Polar interactions of CL bound at site IV.
(B) Transient localization of CL next to proton uptake
site E62 (subunit II) of K channel. Acidic, basic and
polar residues in red, blue and green, respectively. CL
is shown in stick representation with carbon, oxygen
and phosphorus atoms in cyan, red and brown, re-
spectively. Water molecules are displayed without
hydrogens in magenta spheres in panel B.
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In contrast to the supply of all pumped protons by the D channel in
bacterial oxidases, the K channel transfers two protons to the active site
in the reductive phase of the catalytic cycle. Interestingly, K channel
has been suggested to be regulated by small molecules such as steroids
[39], which may alter the activity of oxidase under variable physiolo-
gical conditions, the mechanisms of which remains poorly understood.
We find in our simulations occupancy of CL next to the proton uptake
site of the K channel, Glu62 of subunit II. A transient CL binding at the
site may enhance proton affinity of Glu62, similar to what has been
suggested for the D channel proton uptake site Asp91 and lipids next to
it [36]. Interestingly, experiments suggest functional takeover by small
ligands that bind despite removal of Glu62 [39]. Considering a similar
scenario, a CL may bind tightly in the absence of anionic Glu62 and
play an important role in funneling protons to the active site via Lys319
of the K channel.
5. Conclusions
The terminal enzyme of the electron transport chain, cytochrome c
oxidase, is central to energy metabolism in mitochondria. Despite de-
tailed understanding of its mechanism, it remains unknown how it is
regulated, and what roles lipids play in enzyme function. Here, we
applied computational approach of molecular dynamics simulations to
study the long-time behaviour of lipid-protein interactions. Based on
microsecond simulation data we find that the cardiolipins that hold two
monomers of oxidase together are weakly bound and dissociate rapidly
without affecting the protein structure. In contrast, removal of second
crystallographic cardiolipin molecule is found to be deleterious for the
structure and function of enzyme. We highlight the strength of mole-
cular dynamics simulation approaches, which are capable of describing
events that otherwise are difficult to observe directly by current ex-
perimental techniques.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.bbabio.2018.11.004.
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